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Abstract
The modern qualitative theory of dynamical systems is thoroughly
intertwined with the fairly young science of topology. Strange and even
bizarre constructions of topology are found sooner or later in dynamics
of discrete or continuous dynamical systems. In the present paper we
show that the wild Fox-Artin arc naturally emerges in invariant sets
of dynamical systems.
Introduction
Various topological constructions naturally emerge in the modern theory of
dynamical systems. For instance, the Cantor set discovered as an example
of a set with cardinality of the continuum and zero Lebesgue measure clari-
fied the structure of expanding attractors and contracting repellers. Fractals
being the objects of self-similarity with fractional dimension are naturally
found in complex dynamics. For example, the basin boundary of an attract-
ing point is the Julia set. The lakes of Wada showing the phenomenon of
a curve dividing more than two domains were used in construction of the
Plykin attractor on the 2-sphere. The irrational winding of the 2-torus being
an injectively immersed subset but not a topological submanifold was real-
ized as an invariant manifold of a fixed point of the Anosov diffeomorphism
of the 2-torus. The mildly wild embedding of a frame of Debrunner–Fox
representing a wild collection of tame arcs in R3 was realized as a frame of
1-dimensional saddle points separatrices of Morse-Smale diffeomorphism on
the 3-sphere.
In the present paper we show the role the wild arc of Fox–Artin [1] plays in
dynamics which is yet another example of interconnection between topology
and dynamics. For the first time, the Fox–Artin arc appeared in dynamics
in 1977 thanks to D. Pixton [6]. Pixton constructed a Morse-Smale diffeo-
morphism on 3-sphere with unique saddle point whose one of the unstable
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separatrices and the stable separatrix form the Fox–Artin arc (see Figure 1).
The latter property turns out to be an obstruction to the existence of an
energy Morse function for Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms (notice that for any
flow an energy function always exists). In 2005 K. Kuperberg [4] constructed
on any orientable 3-manifold without boundary a continuous flow with a
discrete set of fixed points and such that the closure of every non-trivial
semi-trajectory is the Fox–Artin arc.
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Figure 1: Pixton diffeomorphisn which does not possesses an energy Morse
function
In the present paper we show how the Fox–Artin arc naturally emerges
as an element of a heteroclinic intersection for regular 4-diffeomorphisms.
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1 The construction of the wild arc of Fox–Artin
Consider in Rn, n ≥ 2 the n-annulus
Vn =
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : 1
4
≤ x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 1
}
and the homothety h : Rn → Rn defined by
h(x1, . . . , xn) =
(x1
2
, . . . ,
xn
2
)
.
Let
Fn =
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Vn : x21 + · · ·+ x2n = 1
}
,
2
then ∂Vn = Fn ∪ h(Fn). Consider the manifold Sn−1 × S1 as the annulus Vn
whose boundaries are identified by h. Then the natural projection
p : Rn \O → Sn−1 × S1,
is a cover. Everywhere below we assume Rk = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : xk+1 =
· · · = xn = 0} for k < n. Further constructions are shown in Figure 2 (a).
Pick on the circle F2 three different points α, β, γ. Let d be the arc of F2
bounded by β, γ and such that α /∈ d. Let a; b; c ⊂ V3 be pairwise disjoint
smooth closed arcs with respective boundary points α, β;h(β), h(γ); γ, h(α)
such that:
1. a, c ⊂ V2, int (a ∪ c) ∩ (F2 ∪ h(F2)) = ∅;
2. the closed curve b ∪ h(d) is the boundary of a 2-disk ∆ ⊂ V3 such that
int ∆∩ (F3 ∪ h(F3)) = ∅ and int ∆ intersects both curves a and c only
once (one can pick ∆ on the helicoid produced by rotating the curve
h(d) around its normal which intersects both a and c at a single point);
3. every connected component of the set a∪ b∪ c∪h(a∪ b∪ c) is a smooth
arc.
a c
b
h( )
d
h( ) h( )
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Figure 2: Construction of wild arcs in R3
Let ` =
⋃
k∈Z
hk(a∪ b∪ c) (see Figure 2 (b)). The arc `O = `∪O is smooth
in R3 except the point O. E. Artin and R. Fox proved that `O is wildly
embedded, i.e. it is not a submanifold in R3 [1].
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Let
ˆ`= p(`).
One can easily see that ˆ` is a smooth closed curve (a knot) in S2 × S1. This
knot was first constructed by B. Mazur in 1961 [5] as an example of a knot
which in S2 × S1 is homotopic but not homeomorphic to the trivial knot
lˆ = {x} × S1, x ∈ S2.
Now we show that the constructed above Fox–Artin arc can be realized
as invariant subsets of diffeomorphisms with a regular dynamics.
2 The Fox–Artin arc as an invariant manifold
of a saddle point
The Fox–Artin arc appeared in dynamics for the first time in the paper
by D. Pixton [6] where he constructed a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism of the
3-sphere with a unique saddle point whose invariant manifolds form the Fox–
Artin arc. In his paper [6] D. Pixton showed that because of this “wild” dy-
namics there was no Morse energy function. Later Ch. Bonatti and V. Grines
classified “Pixton diffeomorphisms” in [2] (see also [3]) and they gave a mod-
ern construction of such diffeomorphisms. Now we generalize this construc-
tion for arbitrary dimension. It will serve as the base for our examples.
Let γˆ ⊂ (Sn−1× S1) be a homotopy nontrivial smooth knot and let N(γˆ)
be its smooth tubular neighborhood. The set γ = p−1(γˆ) in Rn is an h-
invariant arc and N(γ) = p−1(N(γˆ)) is its h-invariant tubular neighborhood
diffeomorphic to Dn−1×R1. Let C = {(x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : x22+ · · ·+x2n ≤ 4}
and let the flow gt : C → C be defined by
gt(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1 + t, x2, . . . , xn).
Then there is a diffeomorphism ζ : N(γ) → C that conjugates h|N(γ) and
g = g1|C .
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Figure 3: Trajectories of the flow φt
Define the flow φt on C by
x˙1 =
{
1− 1
9
(x21 + · · ·+ x2n − 4)2, x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 4
1, otherwise
x˙2 =

x2
2
(
sin
(
pi
2
(
x21 + · · ·+ x2n − 3
))− 1), 2 < x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 4
−x2, x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 2
0, otherwise
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
x˙n =

xn
2
(
sin
(
pi
2
(
x21 + · · ·+ x2n − 3
))− 1), 2 < x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 4
−xn, x21 + · · ·+ x2n ≤ 2
0, otherwise
By construction the diffeomorphism φ = φ1 has exactly two fixed
points: the sink P (1, 0, . . . , 0) and the saddle Q(−1, 0, . . . , 0) (see Figure
3), both hyperbolic. One unstable separatrix of Q is the open interval
(−1, 1) × {(0, . . . , 0)} belonging to the basin of P and the other is the half-
line (−∞,−1)×{(0, . . . , 0)}. Notice that φ coincides with g outside the ball
{(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C : x21 + · · ·+x2n ≤ 4}. Define a diffeomorphism ϕ¯ : Rn → Rn
in such a way that ϕ¯ coincides with h outside N(γ) and it coincides with
ζ−1φζ on N(γ). Then ϕ¯ has in N(γ) exactly two fixed points: the sink
ζ−1(P ) and the saddle ζ−1(Q), both hyperbolic. The unstable separatrices
of ζ−1(Q) lie in γ.
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Denote by N,S the North Pole and the South Pole of the sphere Sn,
respectively. Also denote by ϑS : Sn \ N → Rn and ϑN : Sn \ S → Rn
by the stereographic projections. The diffeomophism ϕ¯ induces on Sn the
Morse-Smale diffeomorphism
ϕγ,n(x) =
{
ϑ−1S (ϕ¯(ϑS(x))), x 6= N ;
N, x = N
.
It is immediate from the construction that the non-wandering set of ϕγ,n is
four fixed hyperbolic points: two sinks ωγ,n = ϑ−1S (ζ
−1(P )), Sγ,n = S, one
saddle σγ,n = ϑ−1S (ζ
−1(Q)) and one source Nγ,n = N .
Let us choose natural numbers kS and kN such that ϑ−1S (h
kS(Vn)) ∩
W sσγ,n = ∅ and ϑ−1N (hkN (Vn)) ∩W uσγ,n = ∅. Let
VSγ,n = ϑ
−1
S (h
kS(Vn)), VNγ,n = ϑ
−1
N (h
kN (Vn)).
Denote by DSγ,n the neighborhood of the sink Sγ,n, that is the connected
component of Sn \VSγ,n and denote by DNγ,n the neighborhood of the source
Nγ,n, that is the connected component of Sn\VNγ,n . Then the diffeomorphism
ϕγ,n is smoothly conjugated to h in DSγ,n by the stereographic projection ϑS
and it is smoothly conjugated to h−1 in the neighborhood DNγ,n of the source
Nγ,n by the stereographic projection ϑN .
The standard Pixton diffeomorphism is defined by the map ϕ`,3 : S3 → S3
where ` is the Fox-Artin arc. Its phase portrait is shown in Figure 1.
3 Fox-Artin arc as a heteroclinic curve
In this section we construct anΩ-stable diffeomorphism f on the 4-sphere S4
whose non-wandering set consists of hyperbolic points: three sinks ω1, ω2, ω3,
one source α1 and two saddles σ1, σ2 such that dim W sσ1 = dim W
s
σ2
= 3.
The wandering set of f contains a heteroclinic intersection ` = W sσ1 ∩W uσ2
which is the wild Fox-Artin arc in the stable manifold W sσ1 diffeomorphic to
R3.
Consider the diffeomorphism ϕl,4 : S4 → S4, where l = p−1(lˆ) and lˆ is a
trivial knot in S2×S1 and consider the diffeomorphism ϕ`,4 : S4 → S4, where
` is the Fox-Artin arc. It follows from the construction that there exists a
diffeomorphism q : VNl,4 → VS`,4 such that ϑS(q(W sσl,4 ∩VNl,4)) = hkS(V3) and
qϕl,4 = ϕ`,4q. Consider S4 as the union (S4 \DNl,4)∪q (S4 \DS`,4) and denote
by % : (S4 \ DNl,4) ∪ (S4 \ DS`,4) → S4 the natural projection. Then the
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desired difeomorphism f : S4 → S4 is defined by
f(x) =
{
%(ϕl,4(%
−1(x))), x ∈ %(S4 \DNl,4);
%(ϕ`,4(%
−1(x))), x ∈ %(S4 \DS`,4).
4 The boundary of a tubular neighborhood of
the Fox-Artin arc as a heteroclinic cylinder
In this section we construct a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism f on the 4-sphere
S4 with saddles of codimension one. The non-wandering set Ωf consists
of two sinks ω1, ω2, two sources α1, α2 and two saddles σ1, σ2 such that
dim W sσ1 = dim W
u
σ2
= 3. The wandering set of f contains the hetero-
clinic intersection H = W sσ1 ∩ W uσ2 which is a single connected component
diffeomorphic to S1 × R. The cylinder H is embedded into the stable man-
ifold W sσ1 , diffeomorphic to R
3 in such a way that H is the boundary of a
tubular neighborhood of a wild Fox-Artin arc in W sσ1 .
Consider the diffeomorphism ϕl,4 : S4 → S4, where l = p−1(lˆ) and lˆ is a
trivial knot in S2×S1 and consider the diffeomorphism ϕ`,4 : S4 → S4, where
` is the Fox-Artin arc. It follows from the construction that there exists a
diffeomorphism r : VNl,4 → VN`,4 such that ϑN(r(W sσl,4 ∩ VNl,4)) = hkN (V3)
and rϕ−1l,4 = ϕ`,4r. Consider S
4 as the union (S4 \DNl,4) ∪q (S4 \DN`,4) and
denote by ρ : (S4 \DNl,4) ∪ (S4 \DN`,4) → S4 the natural projection. Then
the desired diffeomorphism f : S4 → S4 is defined by
f(x) =
{
ρ(ϕ−1l,4 (ρ
−1(x))), x ∈ ρ(S4 \DNl,4);
ρ(ϕ`,4(ρ
−1(x))), x ∈ ρ(S4 \DN`,4).
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